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We need to thank you
for your contribution:
The walkers - women
AND men - that joined
us faithfully every
Wednesday and for our
Sunday Practice Walks
The Local Businesses for opening up early
and hosting us after
our walks.
The Community - for
your goodwill and
support through media
support, social media
posts, your
encouragement and

We've heard it so often this year:
"COVID has changed everything".
With the L2L committee taking up
the challenge in July 2021, we've
tackled the "new normal" with
vigor.

Hosting 17 Wednesday

Walks, 4 Practice Walks;
participating in the pop up shop
on High Street; identifying the
Beneficiary for 2022 and
reconnecting with past walkers
and L2L chair-ladies through the
Originals Club.

It's been an incredible
year!

engagement.

Wednesday
Walks
We've hosted 17
Wednesday Walks since
August 2021.

This took the dedication
and endless commitment
from Roeleen and Elna contacting local
businesses to agree the
starting point and making
sure that social media kept
our keen supporters
informed about where the
next starting point would
be.

Practice Walks

We couldn't have done

this without the support of
the restaurants, coffee
shops, galleries and even
the local gym.

Over 200 walkers (men &
women) joined us with our
Practice Walks:
Fernkloof is always our first walk
offering not only the most
beautiful scenery, but also the
opportunity for walkers to join in
or leave us along the route.

This

is usually the first time that
some of walkers know the
fitness levels required to
complete 20km in a day.

The Betty's Bay and Kleinmond
walks - walked in rain, wind and
sunshine - gives our walkers a
taste of the beach walking that
is required for most of the
Lighthouse 2 Lighthouse 4-day,
100km walk.

The Originals
Club
Reconnecting with the
past chair-ladies and
walkers since the inception
of Lighthouse 2 Lighthouse
in 2006 has been
incredible.
Stories about being
transported in the back of
a bakkie, learning to
dance the Macarena next
to the campfire and eating
the most fabulous
Coronation Chicken have
kept us entertained.

And

so grateful to the
inspiration of a few
passionate woman that
wanted to make a
difference.

Pop up shop
We joined the buzz on High
Street with the pop up shop at
#15 - selling our caps (R100) and
socks (R100) as part of our
fundraising efforts.

If you'd like to buy some
colourful L2L Christmas gifts
and support our fundraising for
SOFCA Hermanus, then feel free
to email Elna at
elna.devilliers59@gmail.com.

Caps & Socks

We love Hermanus
Part of the success of
Lighthouse 2 Lighthouse
needs to be accredited to
the support of local
businesses in Hermanus.

Its

not only about sponsoring
activities, it is also about us
giving back to you by
bringing feet into your
business.
The "I love Hermanus"
campaign - aimed to help
boost the local economy
after the terrible impact of
lockdown in 2020 - gave
Lighthouse 2 Lighthouse a

The global COVID pandemic

mechanism to support our

has made us more aware of

local businesses and tourism.

the safety and health risks
involved in ensuring that 80

Thank you to Frieda Lloyd at
Whale Coast Tourism for

walkers successfully walk
100km from L'Agulhas

bringing us into contact with
key stakeholders and pulling
us in to the broader
community.

Lighthouse to Danger Point
Lighthouse.

Navigating the

uneven, rocky and sandy
beaches and fynbos paths
along the coast is not
possible for everyone.

This

has meant that we've had to
discourage some individuals
from registering for the Main
Walk.

However, the

Wednesday Walks make it
possible for the broader
Overstrand Community to get
involved in a more controlled
environment while at the same
time contributing to making a
difference.
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"There is no habit
you will value so
much as that of
walking far
without fatigue."
-Thomas Jefferson

All of these activities would not
have been possible without the
dedication and commitment from
the L2L Committee - Carien,
Daleen, Elna, Roeleen and
Rebecca.

These ladies have

gone above and beyond what is
expected of any group of
volunteers.

Thank you!

Then we have 3 sub-committee
members - Carol, Karin and Riana
- who have very quickly stepped
in to provide additional capacity
- leading on Practice Walks,
selling at the pop-up shops etc.
To you we are also very grateful
- thank

you!
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Yours in
Michele!

